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At high energies, particles move very fast, so the proper degrees of freedom for the fast gluons moving
along the straight lines are Wilson-line operators—infinite gauge factors ordered along the line. In the
framework of operator expansion in Wilson lines, the energy dependence of the amplitudes is determined
by the rapidity evolution of Wilson lines. We present the next-to-leading order hierarchy of the evolution
equations for Wilson-line operators.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.88.111501

PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Cy

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most successful approaches to high-energy
scattering is the operator expansion (OPE) in Wilson lines.
(For a review, see Refs. [1,2]). This approach is based on
factorization in rapidity [3], and the cornerstone of the
method is the evolution of Wilson-line operators with respect
to their rapidity. The most well-studied part is the evolution
of the ‘‘color dipole’’ (the trace of two Wilson lines), which
has a great number of phenomenological applications. The
evolution of color dipoles is known both in the leading order
[the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation [4,5]] and in the
next-to-leading order (NLO) [6,7] and the solutions of the
BK with running s [8,9] are widely used for pA and heavyion experiments at LHC and RHIC. However, it was realized
recently that many interesting processes are described by
the evolution of more complicated operators such as ‘‘color
quadrupoles’’ (trace of four Wilson lines) [10]. To describe
such evolution, the NLO BK must be generalized to the full
hierarchy of Wilson-lines evolution, which is the topic of the
present paper. We follow the method of calculation developed in Ref. [6] and the results for many diagrams (with the
notable exception of ‘‘triple interaction’’ diagrams) can be
taken from that paper. In this paper we present only the final
results for the kernels and leave the details of calculation for
future paper(s).
II. HIGH-ENERGY OPE AND RAPIDITY
FACTORIZATION
Consider an arbitrary Feynman diagram for scattering
p2
of two particles with momenta pA ¼ p1 þ sA p2 and pB ¼
p2

p2 þ sB p1 (p21 ¼ p22 ¼ 0). Following standard high-energy
OPE logic, we introduce the rapidity divide  which
separates the ‘‘fast’’ gluons from the ‘‘slow’’ ones. As a first
*balitsky@jlab.org
†
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step, we integrate over gluons with rapidities Y >  and
leave the integration over Y <  to be performed afterwards.
It is convenient to use the background field formalism: we
integrate over gluons with  >  ¼ e and leave gluons
with  <  as a background field, to be integrated over later.
Since the rapidities of the background gluons are very different from the rapidities of gluons in our Feynman diagrams,
the background field can be taken in the form of a shock
wave due to the Lorentz contraction. The integrals over
gluons with rapidities Y >  give the so-called impact
factors—coefficients in front of Wilson-line operators
with the upper rapidity cutoff  for emitted gluons. The
Wilson lines are defined as
 Z1


 
Ux ¼ Pexp ig
dup1 A ðup1 þ x? Þ ;
1
(1)
Z

4

ikx
A ðxÞ ¼ d kðe  jk jÞe A ðkÞ;
where  is the Sudakov variable (p ¼ p1 þ p2 þ p? ).
The result for the amplitude can be written as
X
Ii ðpA ; pB ; z1 ; . . . zn ; Þ
AðpA ; pB Þ ¼
 hpB jU ðz1 Þ . . . :Uy ðzn ÞjpB i;

(2)

where the color indices of Wilson lines are convoluted in a
colorless way (and connected by gauge links at infinity).
As in usual OPE, the coefficient functions (‘‘impact factors’’ Ii ) and matrix elements depend on the ‘‘rapidity
divide’’  but this dependence is canceled in the sum (2).
It is convenient to define the impact factors in an energyindependent way (see, e.g., [11]), so all the energy dependence is shifted to the evolution of Wilson lines in the rhs
of Eq. (2) with respect to .
To find the evolution equations of these Wilson-line operators with respect to rapidity cutoff  we again factorize in
rapidity. We consider the matrix element of the set of Wilson
lines between (arbitrary) target states and integrate over the
gluons with rapidity 1 >  > 2 ¼ 1  , leaving the
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rapidity evolution of the wave function of the target which is
governed by the Jalilian Marian-Iancu-McLerran-WeigertLeonidov-Kovner (JIMWLK) equation [12]. The one-loop
evolution of the JIMWLK Hamiltonian summarizes the
hierarchy of equations presented in the next section. (After
completion of this paper, we learned about the paper [13]
where the NLO JIMWLK Hamiltonian is presented.)

(b)

FIG. 1 (color online). LO diagrams.

III. LO HIERARCHY

gluons with  < 2 as a background field (to be integrated
over later). In the frame of gluons with   1 , the fields with
 < 2 shrink to a pancake and we obtain four diagrams of
the type shown in Fig. 1. The result of the evolution of Wilson
lines can be presented as an infinite hierarchy of evolution
equations for n-Wilson-line operators. This hierarchy of equations can be constructed from a finite number of ‘‘blocks,’’
with this number equal to the order of perturbation theory.
It should be mentioned that an alternative approach to highenergy scattering in the dense QCD regime is to write the

In the leading order, the hierarchy can be built from selfinteraction (evolution of one Wilson line) and ‘‘pairwise
interaction.’’ The typical diagrams are shown in Fig. 1 and
the equations have the form [4]
d
 Z d2 z4 ab
ðU1 Þij ¼ 2s
ðU4  U1ab Þðta U1 tb Þij
d

z214
(3)
2z
Z
d

d
4
ðUy Þ ¼ s
ðU4ab  U1ab Þðtb U1y ta Þij
d 1 ij 2
z214
for the self-interaction diagrams of Fig. 1(a) type and

d
 Z
ðz ; z Þ
ðU1 Þij ðU2 Þkl ¼ s2 d2 z4 ½2U4  U1  U2 ab 142 224 ½ðta U1 Þij ðU2 tb Þkl þ ðU1 tb Þij ðta U2 Þkl 
d
z14 z24
4
d
 Z
ðz ; z Þ
ðU1 Þij ðU2y Þkl ¼  s2 d2 z4 ½2U4  U1  U2 ab 142 224 ½ðta U1 Þij ðtb U2y Þkl þ ðU1 tb Þij ðU2y ta Þkl 
d
z14 z24
4
Z
d

ðz ; z Þ
ðUy Þ ðUy Þ ¼ s
d2 z4 ½2U4  U1  U2 ab 142 224 ½ðU1y ta Þij ðtb U2y Þkl þ ðtb U1y Þij ðU2y ta Þkl 
d 1 ij 2 kl 42
z14 z24
for the ‘‘pairwise’’ diagram shown in Fig. 1(b). Hereafter we
use the notation Ui  Uzi , and the integration variable is
called z4 for uniformity of notations in all sections. All vectors
zi are two dimensional and ðzi ; zj Þ is a scalar product.
The evolution equations in this form are correct both in
the fundamental representation of Wilson lines where ta ¼
a =2 and in the adjoint representation where ðta Þbc ¼
ifabc . In the adjoint representation, U and Uy are effecy
¼ Uba ) so the three evolution
tively the same matrices (Uab
equations (4) are obtained from one another by corresponding transpositions. [One should remember that ðta Þbc ¼
ðta Þcb in the adjoint representation.] Since the color structure of the diagrams in the fundamental representation is
fixed, one can get the kernels by comparison with adjoint
representation. Effectively, since our results will always be
presented in the form universal for adjoint and fundamental

(4)

representations, the NLO results for the evolution of U  Uy
and Uy  Uy can be obtained by transposition.
IV. NLO HIERARCHY
In the next-to-leading order (NLO), the hierarchy can be
constructed from self-interactions, pairwise interactions,
and triple interactions. The typical diagrams are shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), and Figs. 2(e) and
2(f), respectively.
A. Self-interaction
The most simple part is the one-particle interaction
(‘‘gluon Reggeization’’ term). The typical diagrams are
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) and the result has the form



d
2s Z d2 z4 d2 z5 dd0 ee0
4 ade bd0 e0 a
ðz14 ; z15 Þ z214 ad0 e0 d e
ee0
b
ðU1 Þij ¼ 4
fU
ðU

U
Þ
2I

f
ðt
U
t
Þ
þ
ln 2 ½if
ðft ; t gU1 ta Þij
f
1
1
ij
4
4
5
d
z245
z214 z215
8
z245
z15


2 N Z d2 z4 ab
0
0
 ifade ðta U1 ftd ; te gÞij  þ 8nf ðta U1 tb Þij If1 trfta U4 tb ðU5y  U4y Þg þ s 3c
ðU4  U1ab Þðta U1 tb Þij
4
z214




nf 2
11
67 2
10
ln z214 2 þ 
ln z214 2 þ
;
(5)


3
9
9
3
Nc 3
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Ref. [6]). In this paper we present the final result; the
details will be published elsewhere. The evolution equation
for U  U has the form

(a)

d
2 Z
ðU1 Þij ðU2 Þkl ¼ s4 d2 z4 d2 z5 ðA1 þ A2 þ A3 Þ
d
8
2 N Z
þ s 3c d2 z4 ðB1 þ B2 Þ;
(8)
8

(b)

where the kernels Ai ðz1 ; z2 ; z4 ; z5 Þ correspond to diagrams
of Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) type and Bi ðz1 ; z2 ; z4 Þ to Figs. 2(b)
and 2(d) type. The explicit expressions are
(c)

(e)

A1 ¼½ðta U1 Þij ðU2 tb Þkl þðU1 tb Þij ðta U2 Þkl 
!

4
I1 I2
ade bd0 e0 dd0
ee0
ee0
 f f
U4 ðU5 U4 Þ K  4 þ 2 þ 2
z45 z45 z45

y
y
a
b
(9)
þ4nf ðIf1 þIf2 þKf Þtrft U4 t ðU5 U4 Þg

(d)

dd0

A2 ¼ 4ðU4 U1 Þ

(f)

FIG. 2 (color online). Typical NLO diagrams.

0

I1  Iðz1 ; z4 ; z5 Þ


ln z2 =z2 z2 þ z2
ðz ; z Þ ðz ; z Þ
¼ 2 14 215 14 2 15  14 2 15  14 2 15  2 ;
z14
z15
z14  z15
z45

0 0

9
2 =
z
24
fade ðU1 t Þij ðta U2 t Þkl J2154 ln 2
z25 ;
d0

A3 ¼

0
2U4dd



e0

(10)

0 0

i½fad e ðU1 ta Þij ðtd te U2 Þkl  fade ðta U1 Þij



z2
z224
0
0
 ðU2 te td Þkl  J 1245 ln 14
þ
ðJ

J
Þ
ln
2145
2154
z215
z225

I2  Iðz2 ; z4 ; z5 Þ, and

0

0 0

 ðU5  U2 Þee þ i½fad e ðtd te U1 Þij ðU2 ta Þkl

z2
0
0
 fade ðU1 te td Þij ðta U2 Þkl  J 2145 ln 24
z225


z2
ee0
þ ðJ1245  J1254 Þ ln 14

U
Þ
ðU
5
1
z215

(7)

(The integration variables are called z4 and z5 for uniformity of notations in all sections.)
The result in this form is correct both in fundamental and
adjoint representations. (For quark contribution proportional to nf one should replace ta by adjoint representation
matrices only in ta U1 tb and leave the fundamental ta and tb
in the quark loop.) As we discussed in the previous section,
this means that the results for the evolution of Uy can be
obtained by transposition. We have checked the ‘‘transposing rule’’ by explicit calculation.

z214
z215

þi½fad e ðtd U1 Þij ðte U2 ta Þkl

(6)

If1

0

fade ðta U1 td Þij ðU2 te Þkl J1245 ln

where nf is the number of active quark flavors and  is the
normalization point. (The quark diagrams are similar to
those in Figs. 2(a)–2(d) with the gluon loop replaced by the
quark one.) Hereafter we use the notations

2
2ðz ; z Þ z214
 If ðz1 ; z4 ; z5 Þ ¼ 2  2 142 15
ln 2 :
z45
z14 z15 z245
z15

8
<
0 0
ðU5 U2 Þ
i½fad e ðtd U1 ta Þij ðte U2 Þkl
:
ee0

(11)

for Ai kernels and

z214 z224
ln
ðU4  U1 Þab i½fbde ðta U1 td Þij ðU2 te Þkl
z212 z212


ðz14 ; z24 Þ
1
ade e
b
d
þ f ðt U1 t Þij ðt U2 Þkl 
 2
z214 z224
z14

B1 ¼ 2 ln

B. Pairwise interaction
The typical diagrams for pairwise interaction are shown
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) (and the full set is given by Fig. 6 in

111501-3

þ ðU4  U2 Þab i½fbde ðU1 te Þij ðta U2 td Þkl


ðz14 ; z24 Þ
1
ade d
e
b
þ f ðt U1 Þij ðt U2 t Þkl 
 2
z214 z224
z24

(12)
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8

<ðz ; z Þ 11 2nf 
67 2 10nf
14 24
ab
ab
ab
2
2



B2 ¼ ½2U4  U1  U2 

þ
ln
z
12
: z214 z224
3
9
3Nc
3
9Nc
9



11 2nf
1
z224
1
z214 = a

ln
þ
ln
þ
½ðt U1 Þij ðU2 tb Þkl þ ðU1 tb Þij ðta U2 Þkl 
3
3Nc 2z214 z212 2z224 z212 ;

(13)

for Bi kernels. Here we used the following notations:
ðz14 ; z25 Þ
ðz ; z Þðz ; z Þ
ðz ; z Þ
 2 15 2 452 215 2 25 þ 2 2 25 2 452 ;
2
2
2
z14 z25 z45
z14 z15 z25 z45
z14 z25 z45

(14)

ðz24 ;z25 Þ 2ðz24 ;z45 Þðz15 ;z25 Þ 2ðz25 ;z45 Þðz14 ;z24 Þ
ðz ;z Þðz ;z Þ

þ
 2 142 242 215 2 25
2 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
z24 z25 z45
z24 z25 z15 z45
z14 z24 z25 z45
z14 z15 z24 z25

(15)

J1245  Jðz1 ; z2 ; z4 ; z5 Þ ¼

J 1245  J ðz1 ;z2 ;z4 ;z5 Þ ¼

0
3
2
2
3
4
1 4z214 z25 2 þ z15 2 z224  4z212 z245 z214 z225
1
z
1
1
ln 2 2  25 þ @ 2 2 12 2 2 4 2 2 þ 2 2 5
K¼ 4
2 z14 z25  z15 z24 z14 z25 z24 z15
z45
z214 z225  z215 z224
z15 z24
2
31
z2 z225
z2 4 1
1
þ 12
 2 2 5A ln 14
2
2 2
z45 z14 z25 z15 z24
z215 z224

(16)

and


z214 z225 þ z215 z224  z212 z245 z214 z225
1
Kf ¼ 4 2 þ
ln 2 2 :
z45
z214 z225  z215 z224
z15 z24
The conformally invariant kernels K and Kf are parts of the
NLO BK equation for dipole evolution.
Again, the result in this form is correct both in fundamental and adjoint representations, so the evolution of
U  Uy and Uy  Uy can be obtained by transposition of
Eqs. (9)–(13). If one transposes a Wilson line proportional
to U2 in the lhs and rhs of Eq. (8), takes the trace of Wilson
lines, and adds self-interaction terms for U and Uy , one
reproduces after some algebra the NLO BK equation
from Ref. [6]. [In doing so, one can use the integral (20)
below with replacements z3 ! z1 , z1 ! z2 so that

(17)

J 22145 ¼ J 1245 and z2 ! z1 , z3 ! z2 , which gives
J 12145 ¼ J1245 .] It should be noted that, although we calculated all diagrams anew, the results for two Wilson lines
with open indices can be restored from the contributions of
the individual diagrams in Ref. [6], since the color structure of these diagrams is obvious even with open indices.
C. Triple interaction
The diagrams for triple interaction are shown in Figs. 2(e)
and 2(f) (plus permutations). The result is


d
2s Z 2 2
z2 cde a
ðU1 Þij ðU2 Þkl ðU3 Þmn ¼ i 4 d z4 d z5 J 12345 ln 34
f ½ðt U1 Þij ðtb U2 Þkl ðU3 tc Þmn ðU4  U1 Þad ðU5  U2 Þbe
d
2
z235
 ðU1 ta Þij ðU2 tb Þkl ðtc U3 Þmn ðU4  U1 Þda ðU5  U2 Þeb  þ J 32145 ln

z214 ade
f ½ðU1 ta Þij ðtb U2 Þkl ðtc U3 Þmn
z215

 ðU4  U3 Þcd ðU5  U2 Þbe  ðta U1 Þij  ðU2 tb Þkl ðU3 tc Þmn ðU4dc  U3dc ÞðU5eb  U2eb Þ
þ J 13245 ln

z224 bde a
f ½ðt U1 Þij ðU2 tb Þkl ðtc U3 Þmn ðU4  U1 Þad ðU5  U3 Þce
z225

 ðU1 ta Þij ðtb U2 Þkl ðU3 tc Þmn ðU4  U1 Þda ðU5  U3 Þec ;

(18)

where
J 12345  J ðz1 ; z2 ; z3 ; z4 ; z5 Þ ¼ 

2ðz14 ; z34 Þðz25 ; z35 Þ 2ðz14 ; z45 Þðz25 ; z35 Þ 2ðz25 ; z45 Þðz14 ; z34 Þ ðz14 ; z25 Þ

þ
þ 2 2 2 :
z214 z225 z234 z235
z214 z225 z235 z245
z214 z225 z234 z245
z14 z25 z45

111501-4
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y

As usual, the results for the evolution of U  U  U , etc., can be obtained by transposition of color structures in Eq. (18).
The terms with two and one intersections with the shock wave coincide with Ref. [14]. When comparing the results for
the diagrams with one intersection [of Fig. 2(e) type] to that in Ref. [14], the following integral is useful:
3
8
9 82
= < ðz ; z Þðz ; z Þ ðz ; z Þ
Z d2 z 5
z234 <ðz14 ; z24 Þ z223 z223
14
24
24
34
14
34
5
J 12345 ln 2 ¼
ln 2 ln 2  z2 $ z3 þ 4

; :

z214 z224
z214
z35 : 2z214 z224
z24 z34
2




1 4
ðz24 ; z34 Þ þ i 23
ðz24 ; z34 Þ  i 23
1 z224 ðz23 ; z24 Þ þ i
ln

Li2
ln

Li
þ
2
i 23
2 z234 ðz23 ; z24 Þ  i
z224
z224

3

9
=
23 5
þ z2 $ z3 ;
;
23
(20)

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where 23  z224 z234  ðz24 ; z34 Þ2 and Li2 is the dilogarithm [which cancels in the final result (18)].
Note that we calculated the evolution of Wilson lines in
the lightlike gauge p
2 A ¼ 0. To assemble the evolution of
colorless operators, one needs to combine these equations
and connect Wilson lines by segments at infinity. These
gauge links at infinity do not contribute to the kernel either
in p
2 A ¼ 0 or Feynman gauge (note, however, that their
contribution is the only nonvanishing one in the p
1 A ¼ 0
gauge). Indeed, in the leading order it is easy to see, because
gluons coming from gauge links have a restriction  < e
so the gluon connecting points x, y with xþ ¼ L ! 1 and
zþ ¼ 0 (inside the shock wave) will contain the factor
p2

exp ði s? LÞ, which vanishes for L ! 1 and  restricted
from above. Similarly, one can prove that gauge links at
infinity do not contribute to the NLO kernel and therefore,
the description of the evolution in terms of separate Wilson
lines in the p
2 A ¼ 0 gauge does make sense.
V. CONCLUSION
We have calculated the full hierarchy of evolution
equations for Wilson-line operators in the next-to-leading
approximation. Two remarks, however, are in order.
First, our ‘‘building blocks’’ for evolution of Wilson lines
are calculated at d ¼ 4 (d? ¼ 2), so they contain infrared
divergences at large z4 and/or z5 , even at the leading order. For
the gauge-invariant operators like color dipole or color quadrupole, one can use our d? ¼ 2 formulas, since all these IR
divergences should cancel. If, however, one is interested in the
evolution of color combinations of Wilson lines (like for octet
NLO BFKL [15]), some of the above kernels should be
recalculated in d ¼ 4 þ dimensions.
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